NEYS STAND AT LUTZEN 1813
This game represents the opening stages of the Battle of Lutzen, in which Marshal Ney’s
3rd French Corps, made up of raw young troops was surprised early in the morning by the
sudden arrival from the south of the Allied Army, led by Blucher with his well trained
Prussian 1st Korps.
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This game lasts 8 turns and is played on a 2’x 2’ table. Kline Gorschen and Rahna are
Fortifications, Grosse Gorschen is made up of two Fortifications, Kaja is a Strong Point.
The River is not fordable.
ALLIES: (all are Prussian unless named Russian)
CinC – Blucher/Gneisenau (+1 CAP)*
2 x Ms(E) (1 Guard, 1 Grenadier)
2 x Jg (one is (E) Guard Jaeger)
4 x Ms
3 x LC (one is Russian)
2 x HA (one is Russian)
1 x FA (Russian)
1 x IC (Cossacks)
* Blucher can be detached from Gneisenau (his Chief of Staff) and attach himself in the
style of a ‘Special ADC’ to a Prussian unit or formation and give +2 in Close Combat,
however Gneisenau looses the +1 CAP and Blucher must test for Commander Casualty if
winner or Looser in Close Combat.
FRENCH:
CinC – Ney Marshal of France*
2 x LI(M)
1 x LI
4 x Ms
6 x Ms(M)
1 x LC
* Ney gives +2 in Close Combat but must test for Commander Casualty if Winner or Looser
in the combat.

DEPLOYMENT:
The Allies deploy along Lines A,B & C:
Deployed @ A (700paces from edge of board) is 2 x Ms, 1 x LC (Prussian) and 1 x FA.
Deployed @ C (100paces from edge of board) is 1 x LC (Russian), 1 x IC, 1 x HA (Russian).
Deployed @ B (400paces from edge of board) is all other Allied units.
Lines A, B & C are 800paces long.
The French have: 4 x Ms(M), 2 x LI(M) and 1 x LC available for Initial Deployment
anywhere along or behind the French Deployment Line which is 400paces from Line A.
The French can not start the game deployed inside the Fortifications (as buildings were for
commanders and supply staff not for Infantry, who camped and formed up in the open fields).
The remaining French units (except Ney) start the game ‘off table’ in one long single column
arriving at the northern road at turn 1.
COMMAND & CONTROL:
On turn 1 and 2 it cost one extra CAP to move any French unit or formation as Ney does not
arrive ‘on table’ until turn 3. On arrival Ney can be deployed anywhere except in contact
with the enemy. The Allies and the French each get +2 CAP extra on the first turn only.
The French take the first move.
VICTORY CONDITIONS:
The French need to inflict 5 casualties to win (Cossacks don’t count). The Prussians need to
capture all 4 villages and hold them to win the game. The loss of any of the famous CinC’s
equates to 3 casualties. The elimination of a Allied Ms(E) equate to 2 casualties.
Authors Notes:
At the time of the Allied attack Ney’s Corps was busy cooking breakfast and Ney was away
from his Corps in conference with Napoleon, this situation caused the French Divisional
Commanders a lot of command confusion at the start of the battle. Therefore Command and
Control is and should be a big problem for the French player throughout the battle
particularly as Command and Control was never one of Neys strong points. The Allies have
their own problems, they must maintain the initiative and not waste time, this is because
historically following turn 8 the French Guard start arriving, then Napoleon himself arrives,
then the dithering Allied High Command arrives and takes charge of the Allied battle, they
then loose the initiative and the battle completely changes. Grosse Gorschen was a large
village and was not well suited to defence therefore it is represented as two fortifications and
not as a BUA. There is a great temptation for the CinC’s to get involved in Close Combat
and ‘lead from the front’ but it comes at a great risk, enjoy !

